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General Information  

 
What is BlazeDS?  
BlazeDS is an open source version of Adobe’s server-side remoting and messaging technologies, previously only available 
commercially in Adobe® LiveCycle® Data Services ES software. These technologies help developers connect easily to back-end 
distributed data and push data in real time to Adobe Flex™ and Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR) applications. This data access 
capability is key to providing highly responsive rich Internet application (RIA) experiences. BlazeDS source code is available under 
the GNU Lesser General Public License, Version 3 (LGPL v3). Find builds of BlazeDS, along with the Action Message Format (AMF) 
protocol, at http://opensource.adobe.com/blazeds/.  
 
How does BlazeDS relate to Adobe’s RIA technologies?  
BlazeDS is an integral part of Adobe’s RIA technologies, which include best-in-class tools, servers, services, and runtime 
environments. BlazeDS can help designers and developers create engaging application experiences on a wide variety of platforms 
and devices. The combination of the Flex SDK and BlazeDS can reduce development time of responsive RIAs.  
 
Why has Adobe released these important data communication protocols to the developer community?  
Flexible, high-performance data connectivity can add significant value to rich application experiences, accelerating application 
development and increasing application performance. By contributing BlazeDS to the developer community, Adobe is helping 
make its data connectivity technologies accessible, and protocol documentation opens them up for implementation on non-
Java™ back ends. Our goal is to rapidly advance this important RIA feature set. Adobe will continue to sell the full Adobe LiveCycle 
Data Services ES2 product to customers that need a more extensive feature set and support and maintenance services. 
 
What capabilities have been released as open source?  
Adobe is contributing the core and proven Java remoting and HTTP-based publish and subscribe messaging technologies to the 
community under LGPL v3.  
 
What protocol specifications is Adobe opening up to the community?  
Adobe is publishing the AMF binary data protocol specification. The BlazeDS remoting implementation is based on this 
specification.  
 
What problems does BlazeDS help solve?  
The growth of engaging rich Internet applications (RIAs) has created a need for better data connectivity options. Remoting 
simplifies the reuse of existing server logic, automatically marshalling calls between the Flash client and the Java methods on the 
server. In addition, the use of a binary data transfer format increases performance, allowing applications to load data up to 10 
times faster than text-based formats such as XML or SOAP. Lastly, BlazeDS implements a standards-based messaging model that 
allows servers to push data to clients or to use publish/subscribe models to create unique real-time and collaborative application 
experiences.  
 
What are the top five reasons to adopt BlazeDS?  
Developers and designers should consider adopting BlazeDS technologies for the following five reasons: 

1. Easily connect Flex and Adobe AIR™ applications built using Flex and AJAX to existing Java server logic  
2. High-performance data transfer for more responsive applications  
3. Real-time server push over standard HTTP  
4. Full publish and subscribe messaging that extends existing messaging infrastructure  
5. Freely available and open source  

 
What is web messaging?  
The web messaging service in BlazeDS provides support for publish and subscribe messaging over HTTP using standard protocols, 
concepts, and terminology. Adobe Flash and AJAX clients receive pushed messages from the server by subscribing to one or more 
topics. When client or server code publishes a message to one of these topics, it is received by all clients subscribed to that topic. 
A messaging adapter manages subscriptions and message publishing.  
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What is remoting?  
BlazeDS remoting technology provides a call-and-response model for accessing server-side Java objects and ColdFusion® 
components from Flex or Adobe Flash® applications as if they were local objects. BlazeDS integrates with the existing Java 
security policies on the server and can provide transparent data transfer between ActionScript™ and Java data types, including 
data structures that use Java 5 enumerations. By freeing developers from the tedious task of writing marshalling code, remoting 
can save them valuable time. Using the binary data transfer protocol AMF, natively supported by the Adobe Flash Player, can 
dramatically improve data transfer performance.  
 
What is AMF?  
Action Message Format (AMF) is a compact binary format for data serialization/deserialization and remote method invocation. A 
key feature of this format is that it can preserve the entire graph of your data without duplicating identical objects. Object 
encoding controls how objects are represented in AMF. Flash Player uses AMF to enable efficient communication with a remote 
server. AMF encodes remote procedure calls into a compact binary representation that can be transferred over HTTP/HTTPS. 
ActionScript objects and data values are serialized into this binary format, which is generally more compact than other 
representations, such as XML.  
 
Data delivery performance using AMF can be up to ten times faster than applications delivering data payloads using plain XML 
over HTTP or web services. As data volume increases, the performance benefits of using BlazeDS increase exponentially. AMF 
improves performance by dramatically compressing the size of data transferred and parsing binary data into objects in memory 
far more efficiently than parsing XML data.  
 
Will Adobe continue to offer a commercial version of Adobe LiveCycle Data Services?  
Yes, Adobe will continue to offer LiveCycle Data Services ES2 for customers who require a commercially licensed version of 
BlazeDS and those who wish to go beyond the infrastructure features of BlazeDS by adding higher level data functionality such as 
data synchronization, guaranteed message delivery, tiered deployment, offline support for Adobe AIR, portal integration, RIA 
integration with LiveCycle Enterprise Suite business processes and document services, as well as more advanced deployment 
options for maximum scalability. See comparison chart for addition LiveCycle Data Services ES2 capabilities.  
 
How does BlazeDS benefit Flex and Adobe AIR developers?  
BlazeDS empowers Flex application developers to productively connect Flex clients to distributed data and helps Java EE 
infrastructure deliver high-performance, data-driven, and innovative real-time user experiences--on the desktop using Adobe AIR 
or in the browser using Flash Player.  
 
What does BlazeDS offer IT managers?  
BlazeDS can complement and extend investments in Java EE by allowing Flex and AJAX interfaces to consume enterprise Java 
application data and leverage business logic, enterprise message queues, clustering/failover, and more. Open source software, 
with its freely available source code, helps promote standardization across the enterprise. By taking advantage of optional 
subscription offerings, IT managers can get enterprise support for their business-critical RIAs, software certification, and the latest 
security updates and bug patches. Adobe enterprise support resources may include additional benefits, such as product warranty 
for the unmodified certified builds of BlazeDS under the subscription service. BlazeDS can simplify migration from traditional web-
based applications to rich clients because it plugs directly into existing services on the server.  
 
What does BlazeDS offer application developers?  
BlazeDS can help improve developer productivity on data-driven applications. BlazeDS supports fast creation of high-
performance, real-time RIAs, using Flex or a combination of Flex and AJAX and deployed in the browser or on Adobe AIR, while 
helping to lower the cost of maintaining those applications over time.  

http://www.adobe.com/products/livecycle/dataservices/compare.html�
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Licensing Information  

 
Does Adobe provide enterprise support for BlazeDS?  
We have seen tremendous adoption growth with BlazeDS. However, feedback suggests that the support offerings did not meet 
the needs of our customers. Therefore, we are no longer offering subscription support for BlazeDS. Instead, customers who 
require maintenance and support can purchase LiveCycle Data Services ES2. Current customers under a valid support subscription 
of BlazeDS will have the option to trade up to LiveCycle Data Services ES2 when their maintenance and support agreement comes 
to an end. 
 
What license is Adobe using for the open source BlazeDS project?  
After reviewing licenses in use, Adobe chose the Free Software Foundation’s Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 3. This is 
the same open source license used by well-known open source projects such as JBoss.  
 
What is LGPLv3?  
The LGPLv3 is a license from the Free Software Foundation designed to support open source. If you have questions regarding 
LGPLv3, please consult with an attorney prior to using BlazeDS.  
 
Why did Adobe select LGPLv3 when the Flex SDK will be licensed using the Mozilla Public License 1.1 (MPL)?  
Since BlazeDS will be used as a library that may reach beyond Flex, a license that fit into the needs of the open source community 
was required. LGPLv3 was the best fit between Adobe’s requirements and this community.  
 
How do I get permission from Adobe to redistribute BlazeDS with my product under a commercial license?  
Redistribution of BlazeDS with another product under a closed or commercial license will be possible through an OEM agreement 
with Adobe.  
 
If my organization does not allow the use of open source software, how can I use BlazeDS?  
If your company doesn’t allow the use of open source code or components, you shouldn’t use BlazeDS. Instead you should use 
LiveCycle Data Services ES2, Adobe software that offers the same and extended capabilities under a traditional commercial 
license.  
 
If I use the open source BlazeDS software in my product, can I use the BlazeDS name?  
The name "BlazeDS" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without prior written 
permission from Adobe. Similarly, products derived from this open source software may not be called "BlazeDS", nor may 
"BlazeDS" appear in their name, without prior written permission of Adobe.  
 
Is it possible for someone to fork the source tree?  
With any true open source project, it is possible to fork the source tree. However, this rarely occurs, especially when the 
maintainer of the source tree is acting in the best interests of the community. Adobe plans to act as gatekeeper in alignment with 
the community.  
 
Will Adobe continue to contribute source code to this project?  
Adobe will continue to provide engineering activities, including improvements, code fixes, and new functionality. In addition, 
BlazeDS continues to be a core part of other Adobe products. We are making BlazeDS available to the wider community to create 
new opportunities and encourage innovation.  
 
Where can I learn more about LGPL licensing?  
The best places to learn more about LGPL are the Free Software Foundation and the Open Source Initiative.  
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How to Get Involved  

 
How can I get involved?  
The best ways to get involved are to get to the BlazeDS open source site and participate in the community:  

1. Download BlazeDS  
2. Download the AMF specification  
3. Participate in the forums  
4. File any issues you encounter or enhancements you would like to see in the public bug database  

 
Will Adobe allow external developers to become committers to the project?  
Yes. As with most successful open source projects, committers will be selected from individuals who demonstrate their 
commitment to the project and who are aligned with the goals of the open source initiative. Initially, we ask that community 
members contribute by submitting patches or enhancements through the public bug database. As they become familiar with 
BlazeDS and demonstrate a commitment to the project values, non-Adobe contributors can become committers to the source 
tree.  
 
What are the plans for receiving contributions to the BlazeDS code base?  
Contributors will be asked to sign a contributor agreement, allowing Adobe to include their contributions without violating 
intellectual property laws.  
 
What are the terms of the contribution agreement?  
As with other open source development projects, in general we request that contributors provide the intellectual property rights 
to allow Adobe to use the contributions in its project and products (including without limitation, BlazeDS and/or any other Adobe 
products) as well as a statement that they have the authority to grant those rights. The contributor retains ownership rights to his 
or her contributions.  
 
What is the process for adding external developers as committers to the project?  
In general, contributors can be nominated for consideration, be invited for consideration, or even nominate themselves for 
consideration as committers. The process of formal selection is still under development.  
 
What is the timeframe for promoting external participants to “committer” status?  
No official timetable exists, as it is important to recognize the commitment status of contributors before moving to committer 
status.  
 
What is the governance model for managing the open source project?  
In alignment with many governance models, BlazeDS will require contributors to agree to and sign an agreement to be able to 
submit code, bug fixes, or sub-projects.  
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